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use of 'gap' is surely a metaphor derived from a 'gap '-low place 
-in a wall or fence; and exemplifies in part what I suppose to have 

happened in saltus. Saltus I conceive to have been used of gaps in 
walls. They were 'jumping places,' where cattle could jump through. 
Then by pure metaphor the word was transferred to the low places in 
a mountain-wall, simply through their resemblance, when seen from 
a distance, to breaches in a wall. Then the whole pass--the col 
itself and its approaches--was called saltus. So saltus came to 
mean 'ravine,' 'deep valley.' Now I think it is not wrong to say 
that in the Italian mountains, pasturage is chiefly found in the 
ravines. The ridges, unlike those of the Alps, are too bare and 

rocky to support much vegetation. Along the watercourses, that 

is, in the ravines, trees and grass would most abundantly grow. 
Accordingly the mountain-pastures, the 'alps' of that region would be 

chiefly in the ravines, and 'ravine' could generalize itself to the 

meaning 'rock-pasture.' Such I imagine to have been the course of 

development in the meaning of this word. The only missing link - 
the only wholly unattested use of saltus--is 'jumping-place' in a 
fence. Of this I have never seen any instance. 

THE DUENOS INSCRIPTION.' 

The Duenos inscription has been interpreted with a fair amount 
of probability in two ways:-- 

(i) As a direction for the ' nouendiale sacrificium.' This theory 
stands or falls with the reading dze noine med mano statod 'on the 
ninth day set me (as an offering) to Manus.' If we adopt the other 

1 [Among the late Professor Allen's MSS-. were found notes for a paper on the 
Duenos Inscription, made some years ago. The character of the notes made it 
an impossible task to reconstruct the dissertation in the shape in which its author 
would have put it. And yet in the interests of classical learning it seemed inexpe- 
dient to leave unpublished the original and suggestive contributions of so schol- 
arly a mind to one of the most difficult problems of Early Latin. I have therefore 
drawn up a brief resume of the paper. - W. M. L.] 
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reading, duenoi ne med malo statod, we are forced to interpret the 

inscription in the other way, viz.: 

(2) As an execration, written on a bowl instead of the usual 
leaden tablet. This interpretation is favoured by the formula nei 
ted endo cosmis uirco sied 'ne in te comis Virgo (i.e. Proserpina) sit.' 

Taking the second view of the inscription, I would suppose the 
bowl to have been smuggled into the house of the execrated person 
(a false lover ?) by an aggrieved woman, Toitesia, who employed a 
sorcerer (alluded to in the word duenos, which is an adjective and 
not a proper name). For this method of conveying an execration- 

tablet, cf. Tac. Ann. ii. 69 (of Piso's attempts on Germanicus): "reperie- 
bantur solo ac parietibus erutae humanorum corporum reliquiae, 
carmina et deuotiones et nomen Germanici plumbeis tabulis insculp- 
tum, semusti cineres ac tabe obliti aliaque malefica, quis creditur 
animus numinibus infernis sacrari." I make the following sugges- 
tions with regard to the details of the inscription :- deluos, if it can 
mean 'sacer,' x 'devoted to,' gives excellent sense, --' Iovi Saturno 

sacer' (cf. Macr. Sat. iii. 7); qoi dat. sg., antecedent of ted. The 
execrated person is not actually named; mitat sc. 'aliquis,' as in 

the XII Tab. si in ius uocat sc. 'quis,' or else for ' mittant,' 'people 
send'; asted may represent 'abs ted,' 'from your own resources' (cf. 

a(b)sfora(b)s(b)sfello), or if the collocation before, instead of after, 
noisi makes this unlikely, it may represent ' abstet' ; takari, unless the 

verb taco can bear its Late Latin sense of 'to pay' (Ital. pagare, Fr. 

payer), I would suppose to be a mistake for Jarari 'parare' (cf. 

o.ioarus), 'nisi opem Toitesiae parare uis'; enmanom, 'immanem,' 

'uncanny.' The sorcerer, alluded to as duenos 'a good man,' had by 
his spells made the bowl 'uncanny'; and the prayer is added that no 

evil may result to him from this ' uncanny' creation of his own. 
The whole inscription and its translation will run as follows : 

Iouei Sat(urno) deiuos. Qoi med 
mitat, nei ted endo cosmis uirco 
sied. Asted noisi ope Toitesiai 
parari uois. Duenos med feked 
enmanom: einom duenoi ne med 
malo statod. 

Ioui Saturno sacer. Cui me mittet 
(-ent ?), ne in te comis Virgo sit. 
Abs te (Abstet ?) nisi ofem Toi- 
tesiae ,arare uis. Bonus me fecit 
immanem; igitur bono ne a me 
malum stato. 

1 [Naevius Bell. Poen. 25 M. -L res diuas edicit, praedicit castus. - W. M. L.] 
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